Abstract. The authors have developed an articulated medical instrument which assists with the movement of and maintenance of the position of such as a lung during surgery to assist providing improved viewability and providing the necessary space required to work efficiently and effectively. Conventionally holding such as, a lung in a given position is achieved by arranging gauze in an appropriate configuration with the aid of a simple shaft like surgical instrument, however for various reasons the gauze requires constant replacement and rearrangement resulting in significant surgical inefficiency. By using an articulated mechanism that mimics the functionality of fingers, we have developed a surgical device that inherently provides greater mechanical stability and does not require the use of gauze, thus enabling more efficient surgery. The prototyping process was assisted with the use of 3D-CAD to simulate static and dynamic conditions and a 3D-printer to confirm the concept and then a working prototype was created. In order to validate the dynamic functionality of this surgical instrument, it was tested on a porcine lung which closely approximates human lungs by a clinical doctor of thoracic surgery. The result was that the developed prototype articulated mechanism was able to stably move and hold the lung in position during surgery thus confirming the dynamic efficacy of the mechanism.
Introduction
In recent years, the number of cases of endoscopic surgery being used as a minimally invasive treatment has increased significantly [1, 2] , furthermore an ever-widening range of technologies are being employed to meet this demand [3] . However endoscopic surgery presents many challenges, one of the significant difficulties is the high level of specialized skills required by the surgeon. Specifically working in a confined space with limited view-ability, the dynamic task of retracting soft, yet delicate, semi-fluid-like organs to ensure unimpeded viewing is essential for safe and efficient surgery. In regard to thoracoscopic surgery this may involve positioning part of a lung during surgery. At the time of writing typically a surgical instrument (5mm forceps) is used to hold a lung segment with the assistance of gauze, the mechanism relies on the friction of relatively dry gauze. However, during surgery, the gauze becomes soaked with various body fluids including blood or cleansing solution (e.g. NaCl) causing the lung to slip out of place, the gauze therefore requires constant replacement resulting in poor operating efficiency. By using an endoscopic instrument with a tip that can be articulated into a shape resembling human fingers organs can be mechanically held without the use of gauge.
Surgical instruments intended for use in endoscopic application are required to pass through very small diameter cylindrical openings (trocars), and the standard sizes are fixed. Typically, the maximum size commonly used is nominally 10 mm (~12.5 mm actual max.). The development of this multi-joint articulated tip mechanism is expected to contribute to the development of surgical instruments and be potentially applicable to a wide variety of clinical situations.
The purpose of this study was to develop and prototype a surgical instrument using a multi-joint articulated tip mechanism intended for use in endoscopic surgery, and to verify its effectiveness.
Outline of proposed mechanism
The proposed finger like multi-joint articulated surgical retractor is shown in Figs 1 and 2 . This retractor is designed specifically for thoracoscopic surgery. In order to pass the device through a trocar the tips are aligned and straightened allowing it to pass through a standard 10 mm (12.5 mm) port. Once the tip is inserted the tip fingers can be spread and curved as required to hold an organ, such as a lung segment. Details of the device operation are outlined in Sections 4 and 5. and functional dynamics were confirmed through a porcine experiment detailed in Section 6. This was designed and prototyped at the request of thoracic surgeons to provide a stable mechanism to hold lung segments in place, or more specifically out of the way to permit surgery nearby. Fig. 3 shows the development process. The retractor was initially designed and modeled in 3D-CAD, this permitted confirmation of mechanical feasibility, operation and stress analysis. A semi-functional model was 3D printed on a Stratasys Objet260 Connex (Fig. 4) to confirm the design ergonomics with the medical staff. Specifically, physical articulation could be confirmed but actual stresses could not be applied on account of resin based 3D printers being incapable of producing the small complex parts that are required to handle the significant mechanical stress required for the retractor tip mechanism. Details regarding this rapid concept to prototype are outlined in a prior publication [4] . However, a fully functional handle and wire actuating mechanism was successfully 3D printed. The tip mechanism was then prototyped at Nagasaki University by machine specialists and the fully functional retractors were evaluated by medical staff and the functionality and operating dynamics were confirmed during an operation on a porcine lung which closely resembles human lungs. Fig. 5 shows the multi-joint articulated mechanism modelled in 3D-CAD and Table 1 indicates the component sizes, each finger consists of an articulated set of plates that are wire actuated from both sides to permit the bending and straightening of the fingers. The design is such that when the fingers are aligned and straightened they can pass through a 12-mm trocar. Each of the three joints provides 30 degrees of articulation providing a total curvature of 90 degrees. Fig. 6 (b) shows a cross section of the articulating tip mechanism. The currently used mechanism dynamics are shown in Fig. 6(a) , whereby 5 mm forceps are used to hold a lung segment with the assistance of gauze, the mechanism relies on the friction of relatively dry gauze which inherently becomes soaked with various fluids, slipping out of place and requiring constant replacement, furthermore the contact area on account of the shape of the 5-mm shaft is poorly suited to the function of holding such as a lung compared to the ergonomics provided by the multi-joint retractor mechanism. Fig. 7 visually depicts the forces originating from the lung (due to surgical work nearby) in yellow and the counter forces provided by the current mechanism in Fig. 7(a) and (c) and the developed mechanism shown in Fig. 7(b) and (d) . Clearly the developed mechanism provides significant improvement in dynamic stability particularly in the direction Fig. 7(d) compared to Fig. 7(c) as well as the improved operating efficiency dynamics on account of not needing to constantly replacing the gauze. 
Development process

Features of the multi-joint mechanism
Articulation operation
Regarding the articulating joints detailed in Fig. 8 , the actuating wires are located 0.75 mm above and below the articulating joint center, the actuating distance (pull) is theoretically 0.13 mm per joint, in practice some stretch occurs in the cable depending on the pressure applied. The 3D printer used (Stratasys Objet260 Connex) successfully printed a semi-functional 3D model using actual dimensions. The 3D printer used (Stratasys Objet260 Connex) successfully printed a semi-functional 3D model using actual dimensions. Therefore, the retractor tip's bending and elongation functionality was confirmed using pulling wires using an actual size 3D printed model shown in Fig. 9. 
Static and dynamic stress analysis
Using 3D-CAD software stress analysis was performed on the proposed model using SolidWorks simulation Premium software to confirm the location and magnitude of static and dynamic stresses, Figs. 10(a) overall stress on a single cable and Figs. 10(b) close up of single joint. This then provided the data on which to base the choice of materials to be used for the base components. Based on this data SUS304 stainless steel (18Cr-8Ni) was selected for the retractor tip. Regarding the draw wires, 0.45 mm SUS304 Stainless steel wire rope was selected providing a / (breaking strain) of 16 kg. Based on this and the previous specifications a maximum force of approximately 400 grams may be applied on each tip, giving a net maximum of 800 grams or approximately 8 N. Surgical staff indicated that this would provide an acceptable dynamic safety margin in the case of moving around and positioning lung segments during an operation. If this was to be used to stabilize heavier organs the number of actuating cables would need to be increased on the lower (bending actuation) layer. 
Use of developed retractor in porcine experiment -confirmation of operating dynamics
The completed fully functional prototype retractor is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . The center main part of the handle is the main handle, the section to the left of the handle in Fig. 1 adjusts the opening angle of the tips (shown open) by rotation. The end section to the right of the handle in Fig. 1 adjusts the tip's flexion (or straightening) by rotation. The total length is about 500 mm and all metal parts are made using SUS304 stainless steel. The handle and internal control mechanisms were 3D printed from ABS resin. Fig. 11(a) and (b). shows the retractors being used to hold part of a porcine lung in place in preparation for surgery on the target tissue outlined in red. In Fig. 11(a) the target tissue is obstructed by a lung segment, in Fig. 11(b) the lung segment is retracted, and the target tissue area is clearly visible and ready for surgery. The fully functional prototype retractors were successful in carrying out this role thus validating the mechanism's functionality and dynamics in thoracic surgery. By using the multi-joint finger like articulated mechanism, the surgery was able to be carried out in an efficient and effective manner without the need for use of gauze as the mechanisms dynamics are such that they can be inherently adapted to the shape of the organ that it needs to support.
Regarding evaluation of prototype laparoscopic instruments in general the current standard is the "Rosser station test" [5] , handling ergonomics in regard to dynamics confirmed by EMG [6] , however in the case of retractors, mechanical simulations and actual tests in regard to fitness for given tasks are more typical [7] . This research was overseen by Ikuo Yamamoto (Engineering) and Takeshi Nagayasu (Medical). The research was carried out by and written up by Keiko Kishikawa and Yoshihiro Kondo with the assistance of the other authors. Naoya Yamasaki facilitated the porcine experiment and Keitaro Matsumoto the initial 3D printing. The full metal forceps were arranged by Ikuo Yamamoto. All authors worked together on the conceptual design of the forceps. The English paper was checked, corrected and the revised by Murray Lawn.
Conclusions
Despite the stringent dimensional limitations required for use of a standard laparoscopic port (~12 mm) the authors developed and prototyped a surgical retractor using a multi-joint articulated mechanism and a handle with the necessary control mechanism built into it.
The functionality of this retractor was verified in a porcine experiment on lungs similar to those of human lungs. It is expected that this mechanism could have application in a wide range of clinical applications. While clinical trials are planned, a number of issues need to be dealt with, namely protection against pinching tissue in the linkages, and the aspect of sterilization.
The development of these receptors was assisted with the use of a 3D printer for both initial functional prototyping and for prototyping of the fully functional handle and the control mechanism that is built into the handle. Finally, the current mechanism would most likely be classified as suitable for single use application (disposable) due to the complexity of the tip mechanism making sterilization difficult, therefore modifications will be required to make the mechanism easier to sterilize and therefore reusable.
